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ABSTRACT 42 

Polygonal fault systems are extraordinary features of many fine grained sedimentary 43 

succession and have been described from a significant number of deepwater sedimentary basins 44 

over the last two decades. Their formation represents an important mechanism by which fine 45 

grained sediments compact often resulting in a variety of complex patterns for which several 46 

controlling factors have been proposed. Here three-dimensional seismic data from the North 47 

West Shelf of Australia are used to interpret previously undescribed characteristic of a layer 48 
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bound fault systems where systematic horst and graben structures are the dominant structural 49 

style. Conjugate fault pairs which form the horsts and grabens frequently have a systematic 50 

spacing with graben bounding faults exhibiting a spacing of half that of the horst bounding 51 

faults. It is interpreted that this systematic spacing of fault pairs indicates the presence of a 52 

ductile layer at the base of the fault system. Furthermore, using topological analysis areas with 53 

different patterns and contrasting fault interactions and intersections, are used to show that the 54 

growth of layer bound faults may not be explained by a single model of growth. The regular 55 

spacing and style of faults described indicate that the growth of layer bound fault systems are 56 

strongly influenced by both layer thickness and the ductility of underlying sediments. The 57 

findings have implications for the genesis and growth of layer bound fault systems. 58 

 59 

INTRODUCTION 60 

Polygonal faults are a ubiquitous feature in many deepwater, sedimentary basins on Earth 61 

(Cartwright, 2007). Polygonal faults systems (sometimes termed layer-bound faults), are 62 

commonly found in fine grained sedimentary successions and comprise networks of normal 63 

faults with orientations that commonly form polygonal geometries on bedding planes (Lonergan 64 

et al., 1998). The bedding plane geometries of compaction fault systems may depart from these 65 

polygonal forms due to the influence of external stresses such as basin floor slope (Higgs and 66 

McClay, 1993), tectonic faults (Hansen et al., 2004) and influence of stratigraphic features 67 

(Ireland et al., 2011). They are an important class of fault because they typically deform fine 68 

grained, low permeability sediments that are commonly sealing sequences for fluids in 69 

sedimentary basins (Cartwright et al., 2007) and represent a mechanism for sediment dewatering 70 

and compaction. They have been one of the most debated and enigmatic geological structures 71 

discovered using 3D seismic data. The characteristics of complex fault networks and fault 72 

interactions is important for  understanding how mechanical layers cause variations in the 73 

displacement characteristics and scaling relationships of faults (Peacock, 2002). 74 

Over the past two decades the increasing coverage, resolution and availability of three-75 

dimensional (3D) seismic reflection data from sedimentary basins across the world has led to the 76 

widespread recognition of polygonal fault systems and numerous variations in their geometries 77 

(e.g. Morgan et al., 2015;Ghalayini et al., 2017). Increasingly analysis has shifted from 78 

qualitative descriptions to quantified structural analysis, including, but not limited to throw and 79 
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displacement, orientation and topological analysis (e.g. Wrona et al., 2017;Morley and 80 

Binazirnejad, 2020). Here, observations and interpretations from 3D seismic data from the North 81 

West Shelf, Australia are used to describe the spacing and topology of layer bound fault systems, 82 

and the implications for their genesis and growth examined. 83 

 84 

LAYER-BOUND FAULT SYSTEMS 85 

The origin of polygonal fault systems have received a wide variety of interpretations but 86 

are generally accepted to be the result of volumetric reduction, with bed-parallel compaction, 87 

which complements the heaves on the faults, in addition to vertical compaction (Cartwright and 88 

Lonergan, 1996). Laboratory measurements (Bishop et al., 1971) and field data (Goulty and 89 

Swarbrick, 2005) suggest that low coefficients of friction on fault surfaces may be an important 90 

factor that allows polygonal fault systems to develop (Goulty and Swarbrick, 2005;Goulty, 91 

2008). Once faults have nucleated in the fine-grained host sediment, they can continue to grow 92 

with increasing overburden stress under laterally confined conditions, provided that the 93 

coefficient of residual friction on the fault surfaces is sufficiently low (Goulty, 2008). Layer-94 

bound faults have been identified in the siliceous sediments across the Australian Margin 95 

(Seebeck et al., 2015;Alrefaee et al., 2018). Geometric and topological analysis of fault systems 96 

is important to investigating their evolution (e.g. Duffy et al., 2017) and the role that, for 97 

example, lithology variations and factors such as depositional and stratigraphic setting, 98 

gravitational instability, post faulting compaction have. 99 

Fault systems are commonly characterized by the geometry of faults (e.g.Barnett et al., 100 

1987) and the characteristics of fault networks (e.g. Bour and Davy, 1998) which includes fault 101 

spacing (Barnett et al., 1987;Soliva and Benedicto, 2005) and connectivity (Sanderson and 102 

Nixon, 2015). The mechanics which control and influence fault spacing in normal fault 103 

populations is applicable to both polygonal or layer bound fault systems, as well as other fault 104 

populations which are confined to discrete mechanical layers (Benedicto et al., 2003). Regular 105 

patterns of fault spacing can occur at different scales and is often attributed to the thickness of 106 

the mechanical layer (Soliva et al., 2006). The role played by layer thickness in controlling 107 

vertically restricted faults systems has been linked to the variations in mechanical strength in 108 

layered sequences (e.g. Benedicto et al., 2003). There are have been numerous analogue studies 109 

which investigate the role of basal detachments (Axen, 1988) and deformable substrates (Li and 110 
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Mitra, 2017), in extensional regimes. These studies have highlighted the role that rheological 111 

differences can have in different patterns of normal faults with both hard and soft linkages 112 

(Bahroudi et al., 2003). Recently the application of topological analysis in fault and fracture 113 

networks has been used to provide quantitative descriptions of fracture networks, and used the 114 

geometric differences to help to understand their genesis (Morley and Nixon, 2016). The 115 

topology of fault and fracture networks can be characterized by branches and nodes (Manzocchi, 116 

2002). There are three types of node, isolated tips (I); crossing fractures (X); and abutments or 117 

splays (Y-nodes or T-nodes). Commonly fractures terminate against (or abut) pre-existing 118 

fractures, producing many Y-nodes. Morley and Binazirnejad (2020) described the detailed 119 

topology of polygonal fault sets to investigate variations in connectivity and identified that the 120 

polygonal fault sets share similarities in node and branch topology with complex tectonic fault 121 

patterns in rifts. 122 

 123 

DATABASE AND METHODOLOGY. 124 

The 3D seismic survey was acquired in 2002 on the Exmouth Plateau on the North West 125 

Shelf of Australia, provided by Geoscience Australia was interpreted (Fig. 1a). The data are post-126 

stack time migrated with a bin spacing of 12.5 × 12.5 m and the vertical resolution is ~ 10 m. 127 

The data are zero-phased, with SEG reversed polarity (SEG, 2019), where a positive reflection 128 

coefficient with a central peak is normally plotted as a black on a variable area or variable 129 

density display representing an increase in acoustic impedance, and a black-red-black reflection. 130 

The interpreted seismic horizons were tied to the nearby exploration well, Moyet-1, which is also 131 

used to describe the lithology of the interval studied (Fig. 1). A series of horizons from 132 

stratigraphic reflections were interpreted and subsequently the reflection geometrical properties 133 

(e.g. Chopra and Marfurt, 2012) and seismic attributes (Bacon et al., 2007) were used to describe 134 

the planform geometries of the observed polygonal faults systems. Given the large number of 135 

polygonal faults within a single system this study used both manual and automated fault 136 

interpretation methods. To interpret fault orientation, we extract lines from horizon attributes. 137 

The variance attribute uses a window analysis across the seismic volume to calculate the degree 138 

of trace to trace similarity along the selected dip within the defined 3D window, which can be 139 

interpreted as lateral changes in acoustic impedance (Barnes, 2016). Variance has been widely 140 

used (Chopra and Marfurt, 2008) in seismic interpretation studies of structural features. Using 141 
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detailed interpretations of stratigraphic horizons allows for the planform geometries and 142 

intersections to be mapped out in detail. Detailed fault plane interpretations and horizon 143 

interpretations allows the geometries of faults and their displacements to be analysed. To analyse 144 

the spacing of faults a scan line approach was adopted (e.g. Soliva et al., 2006). Fault spacing 145 

was measured along 4 scan lines, 2 inlines (IL 3400 and 3500) and 2 crosslines (XL 4400 and 146 

4600), each ~30 km long (Fig. 2). The spacing distance was measured on the T10 horizon 147 

between bounding faults of horsts, bounding faults of grabens, and bounding faults where they 148 

have the same dip direction. The T10 horizon was chosen because 1) the faults have b-type 149 

displacement depth-profiles (e.g. Wrona et al., 2017) and therefore exhibit displacement maxima 150 

located towards to the lower tip, 2) it is a continuous reflection which can be mapped with high 151 

confidence through the faulted interval, and 3) it exhibits the most structural complexity of any 152 

single level within the fault system. Fault topology was analysed by using 3 sample areas (Fig 153 

2.). The NetworkGT Tools (Sanderson and Nixon, 2015;Nyberg et al., 2018) were used to 154 

analyse the topology of the polygonal fault system with mapped fault traces interpreted from 155 

seismic from horizon interpretations as the input. The NetworkGT tools are an open source 156 

toolbox for ArcGIS which can be used to sample, analyse and spatially map the geometric and 157 

topological attributes of two-dimensional fracture networks (Nyberg et al., 2018). The 158 

NetworkGT toolbox is used with ArcGIS (version 10.6), and specifically the branch and node 159 

tools, to analyse the topology of the layer bound fault system. The analysis characterizes the 160 

branches and nodes of the fracture network and the results are presented in the form of maps, 161 

rose diagrams and histograms. Following Sanderson and Nixon (2015) we used the number of 162 

connections per branch (𝑪𝑪𝑩𝑩) to provide a measure of connectivity of the faults systems, which is 163 

given by Eq 1. 164 

𝑪𝑪𝑩𝑩 = (𝟑𝟑𝑵𝑵𝒀𝒀 + 𝑵𝑵𝑿𝑿)/𝑵𝑵𝑩𝑩 165 

Equation 1 166 

 167 

 168 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 169 

The Exmouth Plateau is, bounded by the continental shelf to the southeast, and the Argo, 170 

Gascoyne and Cuvier abyssal plains to the northeast, northwest and southwest, respectively 171 

(Longley et al., 2002). The Exmouth Plateau is part of the North Carnarvon Basin, which 172 
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experienced several rifting events between the Late Carboniferous and Early Cretaceous, with 173 

seafloor spreading commencing in the Argo Abyssal Plain in the Late Jurassic and in the 174 

Gascoyne and Cuvier abyssal plains in the Early Cretaceous (Tindale et al., 1998; Longley et al., 175 

2002). Changes in depositional style have been linked to regional tectonic processes on the 176 

Exmouth plateau where the stratigraphy records plate‐scale geological events (Nugraha et al., 177 

2019). The 3D seismic data is located on the Exmouth Plateau and to the west of the Kangeroo 178 

Syncline (see Fig. 1). The faulted interval comprises recent to Campanian age stratigraphy, 179 

which is constrained by the Moyet-1 well (Fig. 1b).  180 

The recent to Pliocene (Delambre Fomration) interval extends down from the seafloor to 181 

the T40 sequence boundary, which is a prominent peak event in the area, tied to the nearby 182 

Moyet-1 well. The Miocene to Eocene (Bare to Upper Walcott Formations) is marked at the top 183 

by the T40 sequence boundary and the base is marked by the T27 horizon. The Eocene to 184 

Paleocene (Lower Walcott and Dockrel Formations) is marked at the top by the T27 horizon, and 185 

at the base by the T10 horizon. A description of the interval of interest is provided in the Moyet-186 

1 well report (Woodside, 2011). The Dockrell Formation commonly comprises marine marls and 187 

clays, and the Walcott is typically comprising calcareous foraminiferal and clays. The 188 

Maastrichtian to Campanian (Mira and Withnell Formations) is marked at the top by the T10 189 

horizon and the base at the K60 horizon. The top and base of the Campanian to Aptian 190 

(Toolonga Calcilutite and Haycock Marl) interval are the K60 and K40 markers respectively. 191 

The Miria Formation is commonly composed marine marl and the Withnell of calcareous clays. 192 

There are no samples or core over the faulted interval, however wireline log data indicate a 193 

marked increase in the gamma ray response at the T10 horizon. The primary interval of interest 194 

is the Miocene to Maastrichtian section which comprises a succession of dominantly fine-grained 195 

calcareous sediments 196 

 197 

SEISMIC OBSERVATIONS AND INTERPRETATIONS 198 

Faulted Interval 199 

 The primary interval of interest is between the Miocene to Maastrichtian section. The 200 

succession comprises dominantly fine-grained calcareous sediments and has a network of normal 201 

faults developed across the survey area throughout this interval. Individual faults may separate 202 

polygonal fault blocks of un-faulted sediment. Across much of the area the polygonal fault 203 
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blocks are often bounded not by a single fault, but by conjugate, graben forming pairs (see Fig 3 204 

and 4). The faults predominantly form a single tiered network, although there are occasional 205 

faults which are antithetic to large faults and which only offset the upper part of the interval (see 206 

Fig. 3). There are obvious variations in the planform geometry of the faults from the T10 time 207 

structure maps, and the variance attribute maps (Fig. 5). Thickness variations are apparent across 208 

the area, with measurable differences in the gross interval thickness of the T10 to T27 intervals, 209 

as well as subtle thickness variations across individual horst and graben fault blocks. From the 210 

T10 to K60 horizon, beneath the downthrown grabens the interval is clearly thinner than beneath 211 

the adjacent fault blocks (Fig. 6). The conjugate graben pairs generally have lower tips which 212 

converge or intersection near the middle of the Maastrichtian to Campanian section (Mira and 213 

Withnell Formations) (Fig 3). 214 

 215 

Fault Geometry and Spacing 216 

The geometries of individual faults forming the fault network varies from planar to listric. 217 

In general faults with a greater vertical extent (and typically with a greater displacement) may 218 

have a listric geometry, while faults with a limited vertical extent and smaller displacements are 219 

closer to planar. Faults with their lower tips below the T10 stratigraphic horizon are more 220 

commonly listric, whereas those restricted to above are more planar. Fig. 3 shows XL3500 with 221 

an interpretation of horsts, grabens and fault blocks bounded by the same dip direction faults. 222 

This interpretation is based on the geometry at the T10 sequence boundary, which is located 223 

towards the lower tips of the faults in the system. Along this section there are 18 conjugate faults 224 

which form horsts, 17 which form grabens and 23 segments with the same dip direction. At the 225 

base of the faulted interval, the normal faults which define horsts and grabens rarely intersect or 226 

displace adjacent faults, which could be interpreted as indicating that fault initiation and 227 

propagation is contemporaneous across the study area. Across all 4 scanlines a total 264 fault 228 

spacings and segment types were measured with 29% forming conjugate sets which are horsts, 229 

and 28% being conjugate sets which are grabens. The average spacing of conjugate graben 230 

forming faults is 236m compared with 543m for conjugate horst forming faults. Fig. 7 shows the 231 

distribution of fault spacing for the different fault segments types and shows overall a 232 

logarithmic distribution of fault spacing. The conjugate horst pairs exhibit a log-normal 233 

distribution (p-value = 0.009) and 64% of this population have a spacing greater than the average 234 
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for the whole sample population. The conjugate pairs that form graben pairs fit a log-normal 235 

distribution (p-value = 0.145) and of these faults 91% have a spacing less than the average for 236 

whole sample population. Where a fault block is bound by the same dip direction faults, the 237 

segments broadly fit a log-normal distribution (p-value <0.005). Of these faults 25% have a 238 

spacing greater than the average of the whole population. The standard deviation for fault 239 

spacing of grabens is 94m, compared with 227m for faults blocks bounded by the same dip faults 240 

and 340m for horsts. The pronounced differences in fault spacing between horst and graben 241 

conjugates suggest that fault spacing, and dip direction, is controlled not by random nucleation 242 

and growth, but a systematic control at the kilometre scale. 243 

 244 

Fault Topology and Orientations 245 

The topological analysis which is shown in Fig. 8a-c show the difference in the 246 

combinations of branch and node types in each sampled area. For Area A, 45.8% of the branches 247 

are C-I, 25.1 % are I-I and 29.1% are C-C. For Area B, 49.5% of the branches are C-I, 26.7 % 248 

are I-I and 23.8% are C-C. For Area C, 30.5% of the branches are C-I, 67.3% are I-I and 2.2% 249 

are C-C. Area A and B exhibit a similar topology and are the most complex, with less than a 250 

third of the faults in both areas being isolated. Faults in areas A and B commonly exhibit 251 

intersecting faults. In contrast Area C is, topologically, much simpler, with almost two thirds of 252 

the sampled faults being completely isolated. When looking at the proportion of nodes in each 253 

sample area, Y type nodes account for 4 and 5 times the proportion of nodes in Areas A and B 254 

compared with Area C. Over 90% of nodes in Area C are I type, as is expected for a fault system 255 

dominated by isolated faults. Due to the high proportion of isolated branches the fault system 256 

sampled in Area C can be interpreted as having a low level of connectivity. This is in contrast to 257 

Areas A and B. Using Eq. 1 to determine the average number of connections per branch, Area A 258 

is 0.91 and Area B is 0.90, while Area C is 0.29. 259 

In map view the overall geometry of the fault system is polygonal, however there are 260 

clearly identifiable variations across the survey. For Area A the map patterns show the polygonal 261 

fault systems is dominated by two preferred orientations 0° and 90°, orthogonal to one another 262 

which are 10% and 11% of the total sample (Fig. 8d). For Area B the map patterns show the 263 

polygonal fault systems broadly exhibit an even distribution of strikes, with faults orientation at 264 

170° having ~9% of all fault strikes, with two strongly preferred orientations at 0° and 90°, 265 
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orthogonal to one another (Fig. 8e). For Area C the map pattern exhibits a rectilinear geometry 266 

and is dominated by faults oriented at 30° (~18% of all fault strikes) and 120° (~7% of all fault 267 

strings; Fig. 8f). In areas where deeper tectonic faults are present, the polygonal fault system is 268 

strongly influenced by the orientation of these faults. Over 90% of the polygonal faults within 269 

1km horizontal distance of the trace of the underlying larger tectonic faults show the same 270 

orientation to as the tectonic faults. It is worth noting that as well as the relationship of faults 271 

strike orientation to the underlying features, there also appears to be a dominance of narrow 272 

graben conjugate pairs above these tectonic features (Fig. 5b and Fig 6a) 273 

 274 

Fault Length 275 

Histograms for fault length are shown in Fig. 9a-c for Areas A, B and C. All three sample areas 276 

have a right skewed distribution, with sample populations of all branch types dominated by a 277 

higher proportion of shorter fault segments. In Area A, the mean length of I-I faults is 500m, C-I 278 

is 345m and C-C is 345m (Fig. 8a). In Area B, the mean length of I-I faults is 372m, C-I is 344m 279 

and C-C is 282m (Fig. 8b). In Area C, the mean length of I-I faults is 305m, C-I is 233m and C-280 

C is 158 (Fig. 8c). In Area A and B the T10 to T27 time thickness is dominantly between 220 281 

and 280ms, with Area A being on average thicker than Area B (Fig. 6). In Area C the time 282 

thickness is dominantly 180 to 220ms. For all branch types the mean fault length is greater where 283 

the layer thickness is greater. Across all areas the mean and median length of I-I branches is 284 

greater than C-C branches. 285 

 286 

DISCUSSION 287 

Fault Spacing and Orientation 288 

The polygonal fault system interpreted in this study show a system of normal faults 289 

dominated by conjugate pure shear (e.g.Stewart and Argent, 2000). The systematic variation in 290 

faults spacing and dip direction suggest that fault growth is not random but related to a 291 

systematic control at the kilometre scale. In Areas A and B where the T10 to T27 is thicker, the 292 

fault spacing is greater than Area C which suggests that final, or late stage spacing of faults in 293 

layer-bound fault systems are could exhibit close to a linear dependency to layer thickness (e.g. 294 

Soliva et al., 2006). Though we do not have another dataset for comparison, qualitative 295 

assessment of other published polygonal fault systems indicate that this is not common. The 296 
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analysis from Soliva et al. (2006) while observing similar horst – graben configurations and with 297 

an overall normal distribution, these accounted for only a very small proportion of the whole 298 

population. Here the analysis indicates that horst and graben fault blocks account for up to ~50% 299 

of the total population. The models of models of Victor and Moretti (2006) also exhibited similar 300 

horst – graben fault geometries. Vétel et al. (2005) suggested that the systematic spacing of 301 

horst–graben pairs and the exponential spacing distributions in the Turkana Rift indicate the 302 

presence of a dominating km-scale structural control complicated by randomly distributed 303 

smaller faults. Since layer bound fault systems are typically restricted to a stratigraphic interval, 304 

the mechanical thickness of the interval likely exhibits an important control on the spacing. 305 

Typically a single fault cannot accommodate the progressive increase of strain and as a result 306 

further faults are required, which has been shown in both outcrop and analogue models of 307 

extensional faulting in layered systems (Bahroudi et al., 2003;Benedicto et al., 2003;Soliva et al., 308 

2005). In the fault system described here, it is postulated that the dominance of large unfaulted 309 

horst blocks surrounded by narrow grabens, indicates that the Miocene to Maastrichtian interval 310 

has accommodated the horizontal shortening required by the volume loss due to compaction but 311 

significantly, without reaching saturation with respect to fault density (e.g. Ackermann et al., 312 

2001). The style of deformation observed is consistent with that of a frictional overburden 313 

uniformly extended above a frictional detachment, as described in analogue models by Bahroudi 314 

et al. (2003). Their analogue models identified that grabens were wider above a ductile 315 

detachment than above frictional detachments. The properties of substrates are discussed later. 316 

The geometry of the areas dominated by conjugate faults is akin to the geometry of faults 317 

identified in gravity spreading systems (e.g. Schultz-Ela, 2001) which would suggest that the 318 

lower most part of the Maastrichtian to Campanian (Mira and Withnell Formations) interval 319 

marks a transition from brittle to ductile behaviour. It is interpreted that during early fault growth 320 

that polygonal rafts formed separated by narrow graben structures. For the conjugate pairs of 321 

faults forming horsts and grabens, it is likely the faults formed coevally and intersect at their tips 322 

to form a polygonal pattern. It is reasonable to interpret, that, given that the network of polygonal 323 

grabens in Areas A and B has no preferred orientation, that the apparent extension, and 324 

ultimately strain also has no preferred orientation. 325 

 326 

Polygonal Fault Development  327 
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The topological analysis and the variations in fault orientation indicate, that despite the 328 

polygonal fault system being pervasive across the survey area in the T40 to K60 interval, that the 329 

development of the fault system, and the interaction and subsequent intersection between 330 

neighbouring faults varies considerably. In Area C the dominance of a single orientation and of 331 

I-I branches indicate there is significant variation in the stress field from Areas A and B which 332 

are exhibit a more typical polygonal pattern and proportionally more intersections. Morley and 333 

Binazirnejad (2020) described that topology offers a way to describe polygonal fault network 334 

complexity, and when combined with other observations may also help discriminate between the 335 

origins of different complex fault types. While the analysis presented here does not definitively 336 

confirm that Areas A, B and C have a different genesis, it is difficult to reconcile that the 337 

contrasting topologies, orientations and geometries interpreted across the fault system can be 338 

explained by a single evolution. Area A, which shows no preferred orientation, and can be 339 

considered topologically the most complex due to the high proportion of C-I and C-C branches 340 

also has a high proportion of conjugate pairs forming horsts and graben. This area represents the 341 

systematic development of a polygonal fault system with very limited external forcing, such as 342 

pre-existing structures (e.g. Hansen et al., 2004) and stratigraphic dip (e.g. Ireland et al., 2011) or 343 

the influence of regional stresses. In Area C, where the same T40 to K60 is faulted, there is an 344 

absence of conjugate pairs, a dominant orientation, and a high proportion of I-I branches. This 345 

area has most likely been influenced by stratigraphic dip and regional stress. As would be 346 

expected, where a single orientation of fault dominates the likelihood of C-C branches and 347 

crossing fractures (X); and abutments or splays (Y-nodes or T-nodes) decreases. The systematic 348 

variation in branch type length may also reveal details of the genesis and growth of the fault 349 

system. The mean fault length of I-I branches is always greater than C-C branches, and this could 350 

indicate that C-C fault branches are the last fault segments to grow and their trace length is 351 

restricted by already. As shown by Soliva et al. (2006) the stress drop around the faults is likely 352 

linearly related to the thickness of the layer and indicates that layer thickness may also play a 353 

role in controlling the extent of the stress reduction and therefore fault spacing within the system. 354 

The analysis here indicates that while clearly the orientation of faults within a layer 355 

bound system are influenced by regional or tectonic stresses, the growth and evolution of the 356 

systems, and the likelihood of fault – fault interactions is too. The analysis showed that the 357 

average number of connections per branch is three times higher in areas with no preferred fault 358 
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orientation (polygonal patterns) compared with and areas with a single dominant orientation. In 359 

fault systems where there is a single dominant orientation directional permeability may develop 360 

orthogonal to fault slip direction (Sibson, 1996). In areas with conjugate faults and more frequent 361 

X, Y or T nodes, the extensional-shear fractures may develop in pipe like conduits and act as 362 

preferential pathways for cross stratal fluid flow (Sibson, 2000). Cartwright et al. (2007) identify 363 

that polygonal fault systems, and more generally faults embedded in a sealing sequence, are 364 

important geological features which enable seal bypass. The connectivity of a polygonal fault 365 

system is likely important in understanding the potential for cross stratal fluid flow. Observed 366 

variations in the topology of layer bound fault systems may strongly influence fluid flow and 367 

may be expressed in the resulting patterns of fluid expulsion features through otherwise low 368 

permeability (Waghorn et al., 2018) 369 

 370 

Pure Shear and Detachment 371 

In analogue models with a mobile substrate or detachment at the base (akin to evaporites 372 

or shales), the formation of polygonal fault patterns has been attributed to brittle 3D extension 373 

imposed by lateral flow of the ductile substrate (Victor and Moretti, 2006). The sequence of 374 

sediments here is dominated by the fine grained calcareous and clay rich formations. Ductile 375 

deformation of clay-rich sediments has been observed in different geological settings and less 376 

frequently ductile deformation within these intervals has been indicated by S–C-foliations 377 

reported in core (Takizawa and Ogawa, 1999). In the models of Victor and Moretti (2006) 378 

normal faults-bounding polygonal fault blocks appear regularly spaced in all of the experiments, 379 

and localize on top of silicone ridges rising from the basal silicone layer. Similar structures 380 

geometrically have been attributed to the rise of salt diapirs or shale diapirs are described by 381 

various authors (Vendeville and Jackson, 1992;Cohen and McClay, 1996;Morley et al., 382 

1998;Rowan et al., 1999). Though the 3D seismic data here do not provide any clearly 383 

discernible ductile deformation features in the interval below the T10 stratigraphic horizon, the 384 

pattern of deformation observed in the layer bound faults form areas A and B would indicate that 385 

this is extremely likely. Though there is limited control on the lithology and mechanical 386 

properties of the faulted interval, in general the Dockrell and Walcott Formations are described 387 

as having a greater proportion of calcareous and biogenic components, which the underlying 388 

Mira and Withnell Formations may have a greater clay component. During shallow burial the 389 
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lithologies that are commonly affected by layer bound fault systems are likely capable of 390 

deforming in a ductile manner. The contrast between brittle or ductile deformation in low-391 

temperature settings is regarded as being temperature independent (Rutter and Hadizadeh, 1991). 392 

Argillaceous sediments may exhibit transitional brittle–ductile behaviour which favour shear 393 

failure under high differential stresses and ductile shear under small differential stresses 394 

(Dehandschutter et al., 2005). Variations and contrasts in the rheology and mechanical properties 395 

of fine grained sequences, as well as their stress state sequence, may favour particular layers 396 

behaving in a more ductile manner and therefore acting as a mobile substrate or detachment (e.g. 397 

Ireland et al., 2011). The presence of listric faults in the system, may qualitatively indicate that 398 

the faults initiate in the layer exhibiting more brittle behavior and subsequently flatten down 399 

towards ductile substrate after further extension (e.g. Ellis and McClay, 1988). The interpretation 400 

that the listric geometry is the result of fault growth and detachment is favored, as it is consistent 401 

with the previous explanation of fault spacing. Though subsequent compaction of the already 402 

faulted interval cannot be ruled out (e.g. Neagu et al., 2010), given that the observed changes in 403 

fault plane flattening are not systematic or pervasive through the system, it is not considered a 404 

dominant control on the observed fault geometries. 405 

 406 

CONCLUSIONS 407 

This is the first time that systematic variations in the spacing and topology of layer-bound 408 

faults have been described. The regular spacing of faults suggests, that their growth is strongly 409 

influenced by both layer thickness and the ductility of underlying sediments which is consistent 410 

with normal faults in other vertically restricted systems,. The findings have implications for the 411 

mechanics of not only polygonal faults, but vertically restricted normal faults more broadly. 412 

Variations in the topology and geometry of layer bound fault systems may strongly influence 413 

fluid flow through otherwise low permeability sequences and is therefore important for 414 

understanding the sealing integrity of overburden sequences for the geological storage of carbon 415 

dioxide and hydrogen. The observations and characteristics of the fault systems described 416 

provide valuable insights for the modelling and prediction of sub-seismic faults and fractures. To 417 

date, existing studies have looked to ascribe a single genesis to explain the formation of layer 418 

bound or polygonal faults systems (see Cartwright et al., 2003;Goulty, 2008). However, the 419 

observations and analysis here demonstrate that the fault spacing, and topology are inherently 420 
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linked to the local geological setting (e.g. Davies et al., 2009), suggesting that the growth and 421 

potentially the genesis, of layer bound fault systems may be location specific. Further 422 

investigations from a wider sample of fault systems in different sedimentary basis is needed to 423 

examine whether the spacing, geometry and topology of layer bound fault systems can help 424 

distinguish faults with different genesis and growth histories. 425 
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FIGURES572 

 573 
Fig. 1. Location map showing a) the location of 3D seismic survey in this study with the 574 

bathymetry of the Australian continental margin, red area denotes location of Fig 2 and b) 575 

bouguer gravity map across the same area, with some of the main basins and features of the 576 

margin indicated. 577 

  578 
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 579 
Fig 2. Map showing the location key seismic lines and zoomed in maps presented. 580 

  581 
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 582 
Fig. 3. Seismic profile through polygonal fault system with the key stratigraphic markers shown. 583 

The influence of underlying Campanian and older structures on the polygonal fault systems 584 

between T40 and K60 is described in the text. 585 

  586 
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 587 
Fig. 4. Crossline 4400 (a) and Inline 3400 (b) seismic sections, showing the variation in fault 588 

geometry and the dominance of horst and graben conjugate pairs in the polygonal fault system. 589 

See Fig. 2 for location. 590 
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 592 

 593 
Fig. 5. Example of the horizon attributes and fault interpretation. (a) time structure map of T10, 594 

(b), ANT track seismic attribute map of the T10 and (c) zoom of time structure map, with Z 595 

indicating the position of a narrow graben and Y indicating the position of polygonal horst 596 

surrounded by a network of narrow grabens. (d) zoom of ANT track seismic attribute and (e) is 597 

an example trace of faults which are used for topological analysis. See Fig. 2 for location of (a) 598 

and (b). The interpreted horizon surfaces are available to download from the Data Repository at 599 

[INSERT WHEN ACCEPTED]. 600 
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 602 
Fig. 6. Isochron maps of (a) K60 to T10 and (b) T10 to T27. On (a), Y indicates the position of a 603 

polygonal horst surrounded by a network of narrow grabens. X indicates an elongate trend of 604 

narrow grabens, where the underlying tectonic faults have influenced the polygonal fault pattern. 605 

See Fig. 2 for location. 606 
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 608 
Fig. 7. Histogram illustrating the frequency of faults and fault segments for horsts, grabens and 609 

same dip direction segments. The inset table summarizes the statistics for the individual fault 610 

populations. 611 

  612 
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 613 
Fig. 8. Fault topology and orientation data for areas A, B and C shown on Fig. 2. 614 

  615 
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 616 
Fig. 9. Fault length for areas (a) A, (b) B and (c) C shown on Fig. 2. 617 


